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Modeling of Lightning Exposure of
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Abstract—A dynamic model for exposure of grounded objects to
direct lightning strokes has been generalized to apply to buildings
and massive structures. The model also applies to the mixed
situation where a slender air terminal is installed on the top of a
building to provide lightning protection. The basic elements of the
model comprise a general criterion for continuous upward leader
inception the validity of which is independent of the building or
structure topology. This is followed by initiation of an upward
leader trajectory which would either lead to a successful encounter
with the negative downward leader through a final jump or to
an aborted positive leader. Based on recent work published by
the author, the model does not require any assumption regarding
the ratio between the negative and positive leader speeds as has
often been done previously. The modeling procedure has been
facilitated through the use of dimensionless variables relating to
the proximity effect of the building on space potential distribution,
leader inception space potential, critical mean ambient ground
field, and, finally, the attractive radius. A slender rod of the same
height as the building is used as basis for comparison.
Index Terms—Attractive distance, critical gradient, leader discharge, lightning, protection, streamers.

I. INTRODUCTION

IGHTNING protection has been extensively reviewed by
Golde [1] and more recently by Uman [2]. In this context,
thedefinition of the protective zone around a lightning rod or
sideways from an overhead ground wire is of fundamental importance.
Traditionally, such a protective zone was defined by a protective angle from the vertical, which for the ground rod determines a cone and for a ground wire describes a right rectangular wedge. The protective angle recommended for Franklin
rods and, accordingly, the ratio between the protection cone base
radius and the rod height varied, within a wide range [1]. Originally, these protective angles were based on experience but later
with the availability of high-voltage test facilities, these angles
were also determined by tests on reduced-scale physical models
[3]. The more conservative the design, the smaller the protective
angle that was adopted often within the range of 30 –60 .
Protective angles in the application of overhead ground wires
on power transmission lines have been the subject of more extensive investigations based on mathematical modeling, calibrated to field experience with direct lightning strokes [4], [5]
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which led to the so-called electrogeometric model (EGM). Reviews of more recent work by CIGRE and IEEE are included in
[6] and [7].
The conical protection zone with the fixed angle was not
unanimously accepted; however, and as early as 1880, it was
suggested by Preece [8] that the protection zone is not limited
by a straight line defining the cone but rather by a circular arc.
The same view was much later expressed by Schwaiger [9].
II. ROLLING SPHERE METHOD
Two significant IEEE papers on the lightning protection of
buildings were written by R.H. Lee in 1978 [10] and 1979 [11].
Reference [10] was based on research work carried out by E. R.
Whitehead for the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) on the mechanism of lightning flashovers of 230-kV and 345-kV transmission
lines [12]. Whitehead’s work confirmed that in order to fulfill
a predetermined performance criterion in terms of a lightning
flashover rate, smaller protective angles are required for conductors with a greater height above ground. For a 99.5% protection
level, a 33 protection angle would be adequate for a conductor
height of 22.9 m (75 ft), while for a 45.7-m (150 ft) height, the
zero degree angle would be required. For 53.3 m (175 ft) and
61.0 m (200 ft) heights, negative shielding angles were required
in order to meet the aforementioned performance criterion. In
[10], Lee used a step-by-step approach to construct the profile
of the protection zone from Whitehead’s results on transmission
lines having a basic insulation level (BIL) of 1400 kV.
It was found [10] that a circular arc of radius 45.7 m would
closely define the boundary of the protection zone. Lee visualized this result by imagining a sphere of 45.7-m radius rolling
over the earth surface, wall, and air terminals. Objects touched
by the rolling sphere are succeptible to be struck while those not
touched will be protected.
Again based on the work of Whitehead, [11] concludes that
for transmission lines, the critical current increases with BIL
which leads to an increase in the so-called striking distance and
accordingly, the radius of the rolling sphere. Since the terms
“basic insulation level” and “surge impedance” are not meaningful terms for buildings, Lee recommended a critical current
of 10 kA as the threshold for damaging lightning current [11].
The rolling sphere method has been included in the NFPA 78
in 1980 and is still prominent in the NFPA 780, 2004 edition
[13], with the 46-m (150-ft) sphere radius.
The rolling sphere method has also been accepted by IEC
[14], which defines four protection levels of 99%, 97%, 91%,
and 84% which, using CIGRE log-normal lightning stroke current distribution, corresponds to 2.9 kA, 5.4 kA, 10.1 kA, and
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15.7 kA, respectively. Based on the following relationship between return stroke current amplitude and striking distance
m kA

(1)

the rolling sphere radii for the aforementioned protection classes
become 20 m, 30 m, 45 m, and 60 m, respectively.
At the time of its introduction, the rolling sphere method
certainly represented a significant improvement over the
fixed-angle protection cone used previously. It is simple and
easy to use over complex structures and with modern computer
graphics, it is no longer necessary to build physical models
of buildings or structures to be protected. With more recent
advances in our understanding of discharge physics of long
air gaps and consequently of the lightning attachment mechanism, however, several limitations of the rolling sphere method
become apparent as follows.
• It should be clear from the above that the rolling sphere
method is an offshoot of the electrogeometric model for
transmission lines and there is nothing particular in the
method that is specific to buildings or massive structures.
• At least in its original form, the rolling sphere method
does not differentiate between the circular curves defining
the protective zones of Franklin rods or overhead ground
wires.
• The sphere radius is only a function of the critical current
and not the height of the rod, ground wire, or the building
on which air terminals are installed.
• With a constant height independent radius, the rolling
sphere method ignores the role played by the air terminal or the protected object in the lightning attachment
processes.
• As such, the rolling sphere method implies the same
striking distance for ground, wall, building edge, building
corner, or building roof which defies physical explanation
[15].
• The rolling sphere method does not account for the effect
of the building topology on the lightning exposure of an
air terminal. For example, a 0.5-m Franklin rod installed
at the roof of a 30-m high building becomes the same as a
30.5-m mast above ground.
• The basic assumption of a constant 46-m rolling sphere
radius leads to particular consequences that are difficult to
explain from a physical point of view. These include the
concept of a “useless height” of a mast or the assertion that
the vertical wall of a building is not protected for heights
above 50 m. Similarly, the claim that the rolling sphere
method can account for side flashes to tall masts is difficult
to understand when such complex phenomena can only
be satisfactorily explained if due consideration is given to
space charge effects at the mast top.
III. RECENT MODELS
The aforementioned analysis shows that there is a need
to apply more recent research to model lightning exposure
of buildings. In [16], the leader progression model based on
the critical radius concept [17] was extended to buildings by
assuming that the building corner behaves like a slim vertical

rod of the same height. The cross section of the building was
simulated by long cylindrical conductors of a critical radius.
This attempt to consider the effect of the building topology on
the attachment process certainly constitutes an advance over the
rolling sphere method. However, two questions can be raised
concerning:
• the accuracy of the critical radius of the sphere selected to
simulate a building corner; this subject has been treated in
a recent paper submitted for publication [18];
• the validity of the assertion that once an upward leader is
initiated from a building corner, it will, despite the building
proximity, continue to progress at the same critical ground
field as that of an isolated sphere of the same height.
This problem will be dealt with in detail in this paper.
A recent model for the determination of the inception criterion of an upward connecting leader is described in [19] and
applied first to a slender vertical rod and subsequently to a rectangular building. The basic point in the model is the attempt to
calculate the streamer and leader corona charges by the charge
simulation method. It is assumed that corona occupies a conical
zone with a semiangle of 60 and that if the streamer charge
exceeds 1 C, unstable leader inception occurs and an incremental leader extension is determined. Again, the leader corona
charge is calculated. If the incremental corona charge again exceeds 1 C, it is considered that leader propagation continues.
The minimum ambient ground field in which a vertical rod or a
building is immersed and which permits the leader to reach 2-m
length is taken as the critical or stability field [19]. The results
of the stability field for a vertical rod of heights in the range
of 10 m–200 m were compared to the findings of several previous models. Due to the excessive computer time, a simplified
method, previously suggested by Geolian et al. [20], was utilized to calculate the streamer charge. Here, it is assumed that
the streamer charge is proportional to the area between the space
potential curve starting from the grounded rod or building and a
straight line having a slope of 450 kV/m representing the mean
positive streamer gradient.
With respect to the Becerra–Cooray model [19], it should be
noted that:
• the complex structure of the streamer zone, including its
filamentary nature, branching, etc. [24], together with the
fact that most of the charge resides in discrete filament tips,
make accurate calculations of streamer charge extremely
difficult if at all possible; the level of accuracy required will
be more prohibitive if the criterion for continuous leader
propagation depends on incremental corona charge variations due to small extensions in the leader length as accomplished in [19].
• the selection of a conical zone with a 60 semiangle to
represent the streamer discharge or leader corona will have
a major influence on the charge determined by the charge
simulation method and could only be accepted as a crude
simplification; it is also not clear why the semiangle of
the leader corona zone will be maintained during leader
propagation.
• the 1- C streamer charge, which is taken to determine unstable leader formation or as a criterion for continuous
leader propagation, has not been physically justified; the
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measured corona charge in laboratory gaps in the vicinity
of the inception voltage level was not found to be constant
but varied with inception voltage as well as with the geometry of the high-voltage electrode and the gap length [21];
• the proportionality assumed between the streamer charge
and the area between the space potential curve and the
streamer gradient line has not been rigorously proven [20];
in fact, the distortion of the space potential curve due to
streamer space charge is not confined to this zone;. while
the electric field will be reduced in the corona zone, it certainly will be enhanced outside that zone. Furthermore, the
accuracy of the method has not been validated experimentally;
• for a vertical rod, the comparison of the stabilization fields,
calculated from different models, shows large dispersion
[19]; Rizk’s model [22] yields the lowest values for the
critical (stabilization) field with Petrov and Walters [23]
giving the highest values;
• the so-called striking distance studied in [19], characterizing the position of the negative descending leader when
an upward (continuous) leader is initiated from a structure,
does not guarantee that the structure will be struck. This
can only be determined when the subsequent trajectory of
the upward connecting leader is investigated to ensure an
encounter with the negative descending leader in a final
jump; this latter situation has been described by the maximum attractive radius around a mast or maximum lateral
attractive distance from a ground wire [25], [26];
• in comparison with the aforementioned, the critical conditions for continuous leader inception in Rizk’s model are
[30]:
— a critical streamer or leader corona charge
, which
is not constant, but assumed to be proportional to the
; this means that
continuous leader inception voltage
, which has the dimension of capacitance,
a ratio
is assumed to characterize the critical streamer size;
— simultaneously, the net electric field at the leader tip, due
to the applied voltage and the leader corona space charge
and its ground images, must exceed a critical value in
order to maintain leader propagation; this critical value
is far higher than the mean streamer gradient ; otherwise, any streamer filament which extinguishes could
not be replaced [36];
— it has been emphasized in Rizk’s model [30] that the
complex leader corona is not for all purposes replaced
by a point charge but that only as far as the voltage induced by the leader corona charge at the leader tip pois placed at an equivalent center of
sition, a charge
charge, a distance s from the leader tip, with s being independent of the gap length.
— the formula for continuous leader inception obtained in
[30] was found to be identical to that following analysis
of the situation at the final jump [29]; this would not be
were assumed constant.
the case if
Experimental results of the onset of a continuous leader from
a tall mast under a large plane electrode simulating an upward
connecting leader [27], [28] have been re-examined in [18]. It
was shown that when the proximity effect of the plane is prop-
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erly limited, there is no significant difference between such conditions and those prevailing during high-voltage testing of large
air gaps and could be closely predicted by Rizk’s model [29].
It is therefore possible and even desirable to compare mathematical models for upward leader inception not among themselves but with experimental results of corresponding tests on
large air gaps in high-voltage laboratories. A 10-m rod-plane
gap has been extensively tested under positive critical switching
impulse in the laboratory. For a 10-m rod-plane gap [29] yields a
continuous leader inception voltage of 1120 kV, corresponding
to a mean critical ground field of 112 kV/m. The procedure of
[29] results in a 50% breakdown voltage of 1833 kV while the
empirical value from the well-known CRIEPI formula

(2)
with h being the gap spacing or rod height, is obtained at
1861 kV, which differs from the experimental value by 1.5%.
If we apply the same procedure to the ground field of
240 kV/m quoted in [19] for the Petrov and Waters model [23],
the continuous leader inception voltage of a 10-m laboratory
gap would be 2400 kV, which is already far beyond the 50%
breakdown voltage. The critical leader stability field of the
10-m rod from the Becerra and Cooray model [19] amounts
to 175 kV/m, corresponding to a continuous leader inception
voltage of 1750 kV for a 10-m laboratory gap, which is quite
excessive.
It is also noted that with a combination of testing and calculations, Carrara and Thione [17] determined for a 10-m gap,
a critical radius of 34 cm and a continuous leader inception
voltage of 1108 kV, corresponding to a mean critical (stability)
ground field of 110.8 kV/m in close agreement with the value
of 112 kV/m obtained from Rizk’s model [29] as shown before.
The excessive critical ground field of approximately
175 kV/m obtained by Becerra and Cooray [19] for the
same configuration can be understood to be a consequence
of the oversimplifications and selection of parameters of their
model. Other publications by Becerra and Cooray [31], [32]
while producing different numerical values, did not address the
basic limitations of the model noted before.
S. Ait-Amar and G. Berger formulated a model for the attractive radius of a building [33] and later used the model to
propose modifications to the rolling sphere method [34]. The
electric field was determined by the finite-element method in
the vicinity of a lightning rod, a corner, or an edge of a building.
The fundamental assumption of the model is that upward leader
inception takes place from any of these points of the building
when the electric field at 1-m distance from the point reaches
500 kV/m, which has not been physically justified. In order to
verify this assumption, consider a 10 m sphere-plane gap for
which Carrara–Thione [17] determined a critical radius of 34 cm
and a continuous leader inception voltage of 1108 kV. At this
voltage, the electric field at a distance 1 m from the sphere along
the axis was determined by charge simulation at only 217 kV/m.
Ait-Amar and Berger requirement of a field of 500 V/m at 1-m
distance would result in a continuous leader inception voltage
of 2553 kV instead of the experimental value of 1108 kV.
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Following upward leader inception, leader trajectories are
constructed for different ratios of negative to positive leader
speeds as was reported earlier by Rizk in [25]. These authors
confirmed the vulnerability of building corners and edges.
This justifies a more extensive investigation of the criterion for
upward leader inception from such locations, which will be
carried out in this paper.
IV. MODEL FORMULATION
In [30], the author has previously formulated a general criterion for continuous positive leader inception voltage in long air
gaps
(3)
where
is a constant saturation value of
for very large
gaps, with 1556 kV for rod-type and 2247 kV for conductor-type
high-voltage electrodes. For the former electrode type, A is a
constant while for the latter, A varies slightly with the conductor
radius. R is a function of the electrode and the gap geometry
and can be determined analytically for simple gaps, amounting
to 2 h for a rod of height h above ground. For more complex
high-voltage and ground electrodes, R can be determined by the
charge simulation method [35] from the voltage induced in the
vicinity of the high-voltage electrode by the images of the equivalent streamer charge on the ground electrode. The model has
been extended to account for the lightning attachment process
from slender structures [25], where the definition the equivalent radius of the structure is much smaller than its height above
ground. A major objective of this paper is to explore the possibility of generalizing this model to apply to buildings and massive structures where the slenderness condition does not apply.
This generalization should also cover the mixed situation where
a slender air terminal is installed atop a building or massive
structure. Paradoxically, this mixed situation is easier to understand and will therefore be treated first. An improvement over
the basic model described in [25] is that instead of assuming a
constant ratio between the negative and positive leader speeds,
the leader speeds are considered to vary with the tip overvoltage
factor or with the dynamic leader current as reported by Rizk
and Vidal [36].
Another modification is that the quasistationary leader graassumed constant in [25] is here taken as a function of
dient
the leader current [22]. All of these variables are evaluated continuously during leader propagation, as will be described elsewhere in greater detail.

Fig. 1. Lightning mast at the roof center of a tall cylindrical building.

leader inception voltage is straightforward and according to (3),
is given by [30]
kV m

(4)

Let the space potential at the rod tip position, in the absence of
the rod, required for continuous leader inception be designated
.
In general
(5)
where
(z) describes the ambient field distribution required
.
to produce the critical value
For the simple case of an assumed uniform ambient ground
over the distance
field
(6)
in (6)
If the field varies with z along the distance
would then refer to the mean value of the field along that path.
Equating (4) and (6)
(7)

V. AIR TERMINAL ON BUILDING TOP
For simplicity, consider a slender air terminal of height h installed centrally on the roof a of a tall cylindrical steel structure building with diameter D and height H (Fig. 1). In general,
charges will be induced on the building and on the rod due to
or due to
cloud charges producing an ambient ground field
charges associated with a downward stepped leader. The latter
charges are normally related to the prospective return stroke current magnitude.
As a starting point for comparison, let us consider a slender
above ground. Here, the continuous
rod of the same height

Now back to the building of Fig. 1, from (3) before, the continof the rod will be influenced
uous leader inception voltage
by the proximity of the massive building which affects the function R.
This proximity effect will obviously depend on the dimensions H, D, and h and can be defined by a leader inception proxdefined by
imity factor
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which follows from finding
once the function R has been
determined by the charge simulation technique. In general,
building proximity will also tend to suppress the space potential
at the rod tip position P in Fig. 1 so that
(9)
is a space potential proximity factor, and
is the
where
space potential that would have existed in the absence of the
building. The simple case of a uniform ambient ground field
is instructive, yielding the following relationship between the
in the presence of the building and
critical ground field
for a slender rod of equal total height
(10)
with
expressed by (7).
It should be noted that for buildings and massive structures,
and
as will be shown numerically,
so that the critical ambient ground field for an air terminal on
the roof of a building will always be higher than that of a corresponding rod of the same total height above ground. More generally, the effect of the building on the required critical continuous leader ambient space potential at the rod tip position can
be expressed as
(11)
As a numerical example, consider a cylindrical building with a
height
100 m, a diameter
40 m, and a lightning rod
10 m installed at the center of the roof. The building
with
is immersed in a uniform ambient ground field
20 kV/m
due to cloud charges. By charge simulation, the space potential
at the position P of the rod tip (Fig. 1) amounts to 733.7 kV.
for the same
in the absence of the
The space potential
building amounts to 2200 kV, yielding a space potential proxof 0.334.
imity factor
The function R for the 10-m air terminal in the presence of
the building was obtained by charge simulation as 28.2 m (compared to 20 m for a 10 m rod above ground), which from (3)
yields a continuous leader space potential of 1219.5 kV. Without
the building, the leader inception voltage
of a 110-m rod
above ground is 1502.9 kV [30], corresponding to a critical
13.7 kV/m. It follows that the leader inground field
0.8115.
ception proximity factor
From (10), the critical ambient ground field (stability field)
for the 10-m rod at the 100-m building top becomes
kV m
This compares with a 112-kV/m critical field for a 10-m rod
on the ground plane as shown before. The same procedure
was repeated with the space potential determined due to a
descending leader at different positions from the building,
where the assumption of a uniform ambient ground field would
be inaccurate.
For a downward leader tip at a 100-m radial distance from the
building axis and 200 m above ground (i.e., 100 m above the roof
12 kA, a cloud
and with a prospective return stroke current
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of 2000 m and a downward leader charge distribuheight
tion as in [25], the space potential at the 10-m rod tip position
amounted to 874.3 kV. In the absence of the building, the down2537 kV,
ward leader charge resulted in a space potential
0.345. This
yielding a space potential proximity factor
is close to the value of 0.334 obtained above for a uniform
ambient ground field. For a negative leader descending along
the building axis and a 200-m-high leader tip, with the same
1086.6 kV, and
prospective return stroke current of 12 kA,
3160 kV, the result is a space potential proximity factor
of 0.344. This and other calculations confirm that for the
same building dimensions and position of the air terminal tip,
is rather insensitive to
the space potential proximity factor
the position of the downward leader, at least for positions that
are relevant to the inception of an upward connecting leader.
Following continuous leader inception, the upward connecting leader starts on a trajectory to meet the downward
stepped leader [25]. Depending on the position of the downward stepped leader at the instant of upward leader inception
and to the subsequent relative speeds of the two leaders (generally variable), this may lead to either an encounter in a final
jump or to an aborted positive leader. For any prospective
return stroke current, the maximum radial distance allowing a
successful encounter is called the attractive radius of the air
terminal [25].
For the aforementioned case with =12 kA, a 110-m-high
rod above ground resulted in an attractive radius of 95.1 m,
while on a 100-m building, the 10-m rod had an attractive radius of only 72.6 m. This shows that the building proximity has
a significant effect in reducing the attractive radius of an air terminal. In this sense, the building is also shielding the lightning
rod.
There still appears to be considerable confusion in the literature regarding the term “striking distance,” which has been attributed to Franklin and used by Golde [1].
In [25], a distinction has been clearly made between three
distances associated with the attachment process, see Fig. 2, as
follows.
is the distance between the negative leader tip and structure (rod) or conductor at a continuous upward positive
leader inception. This distance should not be confused with
the striking distance [19].
is the striking distance defined as the distance between
the structure and negative leader tip at the critical point of
encounter. It is at this point that the negative descending
leader (or branch) abruptly changes orientation in a final
jump towards the upward connecting leader.
is the maximum attractive radius as defined before and
which again is different from the striking distance.
For the aforementioned example of a 10 m mast on the 100 m
cylindrical building with
kA, the present model yields
132.6 m,
76.7. and
72.6 m.
The aforementioned approach is general and not restricted
to either cylindrical buildings nor to air terminals placed along
any axis of symmetry. For any building configuration and any
height and position of an air terminal, the space potential proxand the leader inception proximity factor
are
imity factor
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the lightning attachment process in a critical encounter according to the model, corresponding to the maximum attractive radius
r .

found by charge simulation or finite elements methods and then
the continuous leader inception space potential is determined
from (11) before.
As an example, consider a 2-m lightning rod installed at the
roof edge of the above cylindrical building with 100-m height
and 40-m diameter, Fig. 3. Consider again a downward leader
with 80-m radial distance from and 98 m above the rod tip. For
12 kA and a cloud base
a prospective return stroke current
height of 2000 m, the space potential at the position of the rod
tip amounts to 447.7 kV. In the absence of the building
2485 kV, yielding a building space potential proximity factor
of 0.1802. It is obvious that the building proximity effect
here for the 2-m rod is much more substantial (i.e., a lower space
potential proximity factor) than for the 10-m rod.
The function R was determined at 4.65 m (compared to 4 m
for a 2 m rod above ground) resulting in a continuous leader
inception space potential of 582.1 kV in the presence of the
building, corresponding to a local mean voltage gradient of 291
1498.8 kV, which
kV/m. For a 102-m rod above ground
gives a leader inception proximity factor
0.388. Theredefined by (5)
fore, the continuous leader space potential
above and using (11) was determined at 3227 kV, corresponding
31.6 kV/m. This
to a mean ambient critical ground field
compares to
14.7 kV/m for a 102-m slender rod above
ground and to a critical ground field of 260 kV/m for a 2-m
rod on the ground plane. Using the dynamic upward leader trajectory as explained in [25], the attractive radius of the 2-m air
12 kA amounts to 73.4 m.
terminal on the building for
93.1 m for a 102-m air terminal above
This compares with
25.1 m for a 2-m slender rod on ground plane,
ground and
12 kA. This demonstrates the importance of acall for
counting for the effect of building proximity on the attractive radius of an air terminal and puts into question the use of a rolling
sphere with a constant radius that only depends on the prospective return stroke current.

Fig. 3. Air terminal at the roof edge of a tall cylindrical building. Only one
lightning rod is shown.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ATTRACTIVE DISTANCE RESULTS FOR CYLINDRICAL
BUILDING H = 100 m, D = 40 m

A summary of the above numerical results is given in Table I.

VI. GENERAL CRITERION
It is well known that building corners and roof edges are the
most vulnerable locations for lightning strikes [37]. As usual,
it is assumed that the structure is electrically conducting and
grounded. Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a roof edge
where a gradual transition is made from the wall to the roof
through a surface with an arbitrarily small radius of curvature,
to avoid electric-field discontinuity.
Due to structural details as well as protrusions, water drops
etc. conditions for streamers and short unstable leaders are first
met either due to the ambient ground field caused by cloud
charges or due to a remote downward stepped leader. A more
stringent requirement is that of the formation of a continuous
upward leader.
In order to formulate these conditions, consider Fig. 4., where
a line with an angle to the horizontal characterizes the path
of steepest increase in the space potential (maximum gradient)
away from the building edge. This line can be determined by
electric-field calculations. For continuous leader propagation,
the tip position P of a leader of any length (usually in the few
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height as the building. Substituting in (12), the criterion for continuous leader propagation becomes
(13)
If it is required to express this criterion in terms of a mean critical ambient ground field
, considering the height z
of
the point P above ground

or
(14)
of a slender rod of the
In terms of the critical ground field
same height as the building, (14) could be written as
(15)

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram illustrating leader inception from the roof edge.

and
are all sensitive to the leader length
In (15),
while
is basically determined by the height of the
building.
Accordingly, will be varied in steps in order to determine
, which will then characterize the
the maximum value of
roof edge in question.
A convenient overall proximity factor, which accounts for the
building effect on the space potential and the continuous leader
inception voltage is defined as
(16)
By definition for a slender rod above ground plane
(in the absence of the rod) and
0 so that
and the overall proximity factor
1,
which is to be expected since the slender rod is used as the base
case for comparison.

Fig. 5. Variation of the space potential at the roof edge along different slope
lines. Building: H = 100 m, D = 40 m. Leader (100 m, 200 m), I = 12 kA.

meter range) is required; in the building vicinity, the criterion for
continuous leader inception is satisfied. Otherwise, the leader
will be aborted.
Following the approach outlined in the previous section, with
due consideration to the building proximity effect, let the space
as produced by cloud charges
potential at point P be
and/or descending leader charge.
Also with due consideration to building proximity through
proper determination of the function R, let the continuous leader
.
inception voltage at the tip P be
, which
A leader of length will have a voltage drop
can be determined as described in [29].
The criterion for continuous leader propagation at any length
will therefore be
(12)
Let the proximity factor be Ksp and the continuous leader inception proximity factor be k . For the determination of k ,
the base quantity
co refers to a free-standing rod of the same

VII. BUILDING EDGES
The general criterion developed above will be made clearer
by specific examples.
Consider again, a cylindrical building with a height of 100
2.5). Also consider a
m and a diameter of 40 m (i.e.,
downward leader 100 m from the building axis and a leader tip
200 m above ground with a prospective return stroke current of
12 kA. The cloud base is 2000 m above ground. Fig. 5 shows
a variation of the space potential at the roof edge for different
0 (horizontal) to
(vertical). It is
slope lines from
shown that the steepest rise of space potential occurs along the
45 line. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the mean critical ground
field for continuous leader inception from the building edge for
different positions along the 45 line, yielding a maximum of
38 kV/m for slightly above 2 m. This compares with a mean
critical ground field of only 15 kV/m for a slender 100-m rod
above the ground plane.
In order to account for the effect of the building height for
a constant building diameter of 40 m, Fig. 7 shows the depenon the building
dence of the overall building proximity factor
height in the range of 20 m—100 m. It is shown that the inhibiting effect of the building on continuous leader inception,
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Fig. 6. Variation of the mean critical ground field due to downward leader
charge at different upward leader lengths. Cylindrical building: h = 100 m,
D = 40 m.

Fig. 8. Variation of continuous leader inception mean ground field
cylindrical building height. Cylinder diameter: 40 m.

Fig. 7. Variation of overall proximity factor Kp with cylindrical building
height. Building diameter: 40 m.

Fig. 9. Variation of attractive distance ratio of the cylindrical building edge
with prospective return stroke current.

compared to a slender rod of the same height, increases with
building height although the rate of increase is higher for the
20-m building than for the 100-m building. Fig. 8 shows variation of the mean ambient critical ground field for continuous
leader inception with building height for buildings with 40-m
increases
diameter. It is shown that the critical ground field
from 38 kV/m for a 100-m building to 113 kV/m for a 20-m
building. For comparison, the mean critical ground field of a
20-m slender rod on the ground plane is determined by the
model at 65 kV/m.
As previously mentioned, the ultimate goal of the model is
not to determine the conditions for continuous upward leader
inception but to obtain the maximum attractive distance. Since
the attractive distance (radius) of slender rods has been extensively studied in the literature [25], [26], a convenient dimensionless parameter is here introduced. The attractive distance
ratio (ADR) is defined as the ratio between the attractive distance of a complex structure (building) edge or corner and that
of a slender rod of the same height. Fig. 9 shows the variation of
the attractive distance ratio (ADR) on prospective return stroke
current in the range 5 kA to 50 kA for cylindrical buildings of
40-m diameter and heights of 20 m and 100 m. Here, the initial
ground field due to cloud charges is 10 kV/m. It is noted first

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT AIR TERMINALS ON CYLINDRICAL
BUILDING: H = 100 m, D = 40 m, H = 2000 m

E

with

that the reduction of the attractive distance is slightly more significant for the 100-m building. Second, the ADR increases with
a prospective return stroke current reaching 0.84 at 50 kA.
More interestingly, at an assumed threshold current of 10 kA
and for building heights in the range 20–100 m, ADR varies in
the limited range of 0.71 to 0.77 p.u., corresponding to a reduction in the attractive distance due to a building proximity of 23%
to 29% or by a mean value of approximately 25%.
Table II includes a comparison between the maximum attractive distance of a 100-m cylindrical building, having a 40-m diameter, with the attractive distances of different air terminals,
for a prospective return stroke current of 12 kA.
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Fig. 11. Variation of the space potential in corner vicinity along different slope
lines. Structure: 803403803m(H). Leader (100 m, 200 m), I0 = 12 kA.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the corner of a structure with dimensions
L*W*H (height) of three perpendicular beams and the sphere of diameter D.

With a 20-m building radius, the attractive area of the 10-m
rod at the roof center extends 52.6 m around the building, which
is below the attractive distance of the edge, amounting to 67.2 m,
showing that such a rod would be inadequate. The 2-m rod at
the building edge on the other hand has an adequate attractive
distance of 73.4 m. A 0.3-m rod corresponding to the minimum
height recommended in NFPA 780 [13] has a 64.5-m attractive
distance which is unsatisfactory.
VIII. STRUCTURAL CORNER
Fig. 10 shows a schematic diagram of the corner of a boxtype structure with overall dimensions
H(m). The corner
results from the intersection in right angles of three cylindrical
beams of diameter d each and a sphere of the same diameter.
–m structure is exposed to charges
As an example, a
of a downward leader with a 100-m radial distance from the roof
corner and tip height of 200 m above ground. The prospective
return stroke current considered is 12 kA. Again, the relationship between the leader charge and return stroke current as well
as the spacial distribution of the leader charge is identical to that
adopted in [25].
Fig. 11 shows a variation of the space potential in the vicinity
of the roof corner along lines of different angles from the horizontal of 0 , 45 , 60 , and 90 (vertical). First, this and similar
calculations show that under identical conditions, the space potential rise is steeper for a corner than for an edge of a building.
Second, for distances of 0.5 to 4 m from the corner, the 45 line
presented the steepest space potential rise, which is then used to
for continuous leader
determine the mean critical gradient
inception. Furthermore, it was found here that the requirement
that the upward connecting leader reaches 3 m in length represented the most critical situation for the determination of
.
Fig. 12 shows a variation of the mean critical gradient
for continuous leader inception with the corner height above
(m) structures with H varying in
ground, for the

Fig. 12. Dependence of continuous leader inception mean critical ground field
on height.

the range 20-100 m. For comparison, Fig. 12 also includes
results for the edge of a 40-m cylindrical building and for a freestanding slender rod, all with the same height above ground. It
is clear from Fig. 12 that a slender rod requires the lowest mean
critical field for continuous upward leader inception, followed
by the corner, while the building edge is the least critical. At a
values for the slender rod, corner, and edge
100-m height,
amount to 15 kV/m, 25 kV/m, and 38 kV/m, respectively. For
a 20-m height, the corresponding mean critical fields for the
slender rod, corner, and edge amount to 65 kV/m, 97 kV/m, and
113 kV/m, respectively.
Fig. 13 shows a variation of the attractive distance (radius)
ratio ADR of a corner with 20-m and 100-m height for a return
stroke current range of 5 kA to 50 kA. It is shown that the attractive distance ratio increases slowly with the return stroke current
but is practically independent of the corner height above ground.
If a threshold return stroke current of 10 kA is adopted, an ADR
of 0.85 is obtained (i.e., the attractive radius of the corner is approximately 15% lower than the attractive radius of a slender rod
of the same height), compared to a 25% reduction for a building
edge as shown in the previous section. For a threshold current of
5 kA, on the other hand, the attractive radius reduction will be
approximately 20% for a corner, 30% for an edge 20 m above
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR MODEL APPLICATION TO SLENDER RODS

Fig. 13. Variation of an attractive distance ratio of a structure corner with return
stroke current.

fore. The positive upward leader trajectory followed and the attractive radius of the rod was determined through an iterative
process in the usual manner. The results were then compared
with those from the procedure of [22] and [25]. All calculations
were made, as has been done throughout this paper, with a cloud
base height of 2000 m and ground field due to cloud charges of
10 kV/m.
The close agreement in Table III confirms the general validity
of the present approach independent of the structure geometry.
X. CONCLUSION

Fig. 14. Dependence of maximum attractive radius on return stroke current.

ground, with
and 40% for an edge 100 m above
, as shown in Figs. 9 and 13.
ground, with
The protective effect of a 2-m air terminal installed at structural corners 20 m and 100 m above ground is demonstrated in
Fig. 14, for return stroke currents in the range 5 kA to 50 kA. It
is shown that the 2-m rod provides adequate protection for both
corners over the whole return stroke range and that the margin
of protection (i.e., the difference between the attractive radii of
the air terminal and that of the corner) is more favorable for the
corner of lower height. Such protection, however, will always be
assured only if the lightning rod does not tend to occasionally
self-protect. This aspect will be treated in a separate publication.

IX. MODEL VALIDITY
The general validity of the model described in this paper,
which has so far been devoted to buildings and massive structures, was verified by applying the model to slender rods. The
results were then compared to the model formulated previously
[22], [25] for slender rods and conductors. The slender rods used
for this investigation were hemispherically caped with 10-cm
diameter and heights of 20 m and 100 m. The mean critical ambient field for continuous leader inception was determined by
, and
as explained befinding the proximity factors

A dynamic model for the exposure of rods and conductors
to direct lightning strokes previously formulated by the author
has been generalized to apply to buildings and massive structures. In this paper, it has been recognized that building proximity will affect the space potential distribution resulting from
cloud charges and charge distribution along a downward negative leader. It has also been recognized that for an air terminal
atop, a building or massive structure, the proximity effect will
have a significant influence on the continuous leader inception
conditions.
For building edges and corners, it has been further recognized that in practical field conditions, streamer and aborted
short leader onset conditions will be met long before the criterion for the continuous leader propagation is satisfied. The latter
more stringent situation requires that for any leader length in the
building vicinity, conditions for continuous leader inception are
satisfied. The resulting criterion stipulates that the space potential at the tip position of any leader length must exceed the sum
of the leader inception voltage of a rod of the same length and
the corresponding leader voltage drop.
Continuous upward leader inception in the building vicinity
does not ensure that a building or an air terminal will be struck.
This will only occur after a successful encounter of the upward
and downward leaders through a final jump.
This paper reports, for the first time, on modeling results of
the whole attachment process of a building or massive structure,
together with practical applications.
Within the ranges of the parameters investigated, specific
conclusions have been reached as follows.
1) Building proximity can be conveniently generalized by a
, which expresses the
space potential proximity factor
ratio between the space potential at any point in presence
and in the absence of the building.
2) The space potential proximity factor depends on building
geometry and location of the point concerned relative to
the building.
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3) The space potential proximity factor is rather insensitive
to the nonuniformity of the ambient field or the position of
the downward leader.
4) The continuous leader inception space potential of a rod in
proximity to a building or massive structure can be conveniently related to the corresponding value for a slender rod
of the same total height above ground, through a leader inception proximity factor .
5) It has been shown that for a building or massive structure
and
.
6) For a building edge, corner, or air terminal on the building,
the mean critical ambient field for continuous leader incepcan be related to the corresponding value
of
tion
a slender-free standing rod of the same total height through
, which is always greater
an overall proximity factor
than unity.
is equal
7) For air terminals, the overall proximity factor
between the leader inception proximity
to the ratio
and the space potential proximity factor
.
factor
8) For a building edge or corner, the expression for the overall
moreover includes a term related to a
proximity factor
leader voltage drop of normally a few meter lengths associated with the critical position corresponding to the max.
imum value of
9) For a cylindrical building with fixed diameter, it was shown
varies in the approxithat the overall proximity factor
mate range of 1.5 to 2.5 since the building height increased
from 20 m to 100 m.
10) For an edge of a cylindrical building of 40-m diameter, it
dropped
was shown that the mean critical ambient field
from 113 kV/m for a 20-m building height to 38 kV/m for
a 100-m building.
40 m
11) It has been shown that for the corner of a 80
structure, the mean critical field
dropped from
97 kV/m for a 20-m corner height to 25 kV/m at 100-m
height.
12) For any height in the range 20 m to 100 m, it has been
for conshown that the mean critical ambient field
tinuous leader inception is lowest for a slender rod, followed by a corner with the building edge having the highest
.
values of
has been introduced
13) An attractive distance ratio ADR
to express the ratio between the attractive distance of a
building edge or the attraction radius of a corner to the
corresponding value of a slender rod of equal height.
14) It has been shown that for a corner, ADR increases slightly
with the return stroke current but is practically independent
of the height of the corner above ground.
15) For a building edge, the attractive distance ratio ADR is, for
the same height and return stroke current, lower than that
of a corner and, furthermore, for lower currents, is more
sensitive to height.
16) At an assumed threshold current of 10 kA for causing
building damage, it has been approximately found that a
corner would reduce the attractive radius of a slender rod
by 15%, while the approximate reduction for a building
edge would be 25%.

1997

17) For a threshold current of only 5 kA, a corner causes an attractive radius reduction of approximately 20% while depending on height, the reduction due to a building edge
would be in the range 30%–40%.
18) For a 100-m cylindrical building with 40-m diameter, a
10-m mast at the roof center and a 0.3-m rod at the roof
edge do not provide adequate lightning protection, while
according to model results, a 2-m rod at the edge provides
satisfactory performance within a wide return stroke current range.
19) A 2-m rod at a structure corner has been shown to provide satisfactory lightning protection, for 20-m- and
100-m-high structures in the return stroke current range of
5 kA to 50 kA, with a better margin for the 20-m structure.
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